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1 
Thanks everyone for being here today, I’m really happy to be partnering with QTA to bring you these 
kinds of webinars. So, just a quick bit of background on me – I have been with C&T for 5 years. My 
degree and 30 year career history has been in sales and marketing, and I have consulted with many 
small businesses on the topic of creating a marketing plan.  
 
At the end of this session my goal is to leave you with a solid understanding of why a good marketing 
plan is important, how to recognize what a “good” plan should be, and how to establish a marketing 
profile for your business so you’ll be able to pick and choose the best kinds of marketing efforts to 
support your sales. 
 
2 
Before we get started with how to develop a plan, these are the baseline issues you should already 
have in place: 

• You are well-versed in the products/services you want to sell 
• You know how to manage the core operations of your business   (inventory, pricing, space, 

technology, sales and service, accounting, etc. 
• You are committed to some kind of ongoing marketing budget  (no matter how much) 
• You have set a sales goal for the year, that you can break down by whatever period of time you 

want – monthly, quarterly, etc. 
 
3 
Marketing can feel rather mysterious and intangible sometimes…but when you know why you’re doing 
it, it can be the most rewarding part of your job! Not always easy, but always creative. 
 
I find that THIS is the easiest way to think about what marketing really is  -- it’s all about getting the 
right message, to the right people, at the right time.  
 
Each business has to determine how they define all these “rights” – which is what we’ll do today – we’ll 
review a series of questions that you need to answer for your own business so you can create your 
message and know who needs to hear it when…all in the name of generating sales. How to accomplish 
this requires a little research, some strategic thinking, some advance planning, wiggle room for when 
things change on a dime, as well as a little room for trial and error.   
 
A well-thought out marketing plan should be structured, but with room for flexibility, and it should be 
proactive, with time built in to be reactive. It’s relatively easy to go out and buy some ads, make some 
coupons, paint a pretty sign in your window…but if you don’t know exactly what your message should 
be, and who you should be trying to relate to and connect with…your efforts are likely to fall flat. You 
also need to be completely committed to achieving your sales goals. Marketing efforts are only as good 
as the sales they support and generate. 
 
 
4 
First lets talk about all the various things that a good marketing plan should actually DO for your 
business. These are the things that you always want to check your efforts against…is my ad doing 
THIS, is my email doing THIS, does my blog do THIS. 
 
Identify and reinforce your brand - now let’s clarify what a brand is. Many people think it’s just about 
your logo or tagline. But it’s not….a brand is about perception., a gut feeling, it’s visceral. 
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Brand management is something large companies spend a lot of resources on – but even a small 
business should strive to develop and maintain the branding you want to have. How your audience 
perceives you will make or break your business. You can’t control your brand, but you CAN influence 
your brand with the imagery, the messages, and the service that you put out there.  
 
The most important thing for building a great brand is to be consistent and authentic with your images, 
your messages, and your service. This is what helps people remember you and think about you when 
they need what you have. 
 
5 
Identify your marketplace – you need to know where your customer lives, not just physically, but also in 
terms of their interests and needs that you can serve. Your marketplace might be local, regional, or 
global – but you need to know what industries and communities your business is going to be a part of – 
and how you will approach each part of your marketplace. 
 
Heighten the public’s awareness of your business in your marketplace – your plan needs to include 
various efforts with a wider reach than just inside the walls of your shop, so even if people don’t need 
you right now, they’ll know where to find you when they’re ready.  
 
Determine how to best reach your customer with your marketing messages – will you use signage, 
hand-outs, a blog, Facebook, email, snail mail, special events, advertising…? Be very specific about 
What methods you will use to tell people who you are and what you offer – whatever you think will work 
best for your marketplace. 
 
6 
Nurture and enhance existing sales – with great service, great merchandising that encourage the 
customers you already have to buy more, incent them to return again and again. 
 
Generate and support new sales – such as finding new people who may want to learn how to quilt or 
sew, or connecting with other crafters and artists who might use the fabrics and supplies you sell in 
other ways, turning your existing customers into ambassadors so they are sending their friends to you 
Increase your market share – your plan should target the ways you can sell more to your customers 
than your competitors do, find ways that you can turn smaller average customers into dedicated 
superstar customers 
 
7 
Identify and plan for growth potential – what will you do when your marketing really hits the mark – how 
will you handle more customer traffic, training new hires, expanding your space, bringing in more stock 
and new fixtures, and how will you invest the extra profits, and how will you look at your sales goals for 
the following year? 
 
Each effort in your marketing plan should be measurable so you know what works and what doesn’t – 
examples of measurable would be using a coupon code to track the sales from a special offer flyer you 
stuffed in each bag last month, or how many new subscribers you got for your email list after putting a 
sign-up widget on your site, or counting the number of average daily visitors you get for a period of time 
after a local ad hits the paper. 
 
And most importantly…stay within your budget. Let’s talk some more about setting up a marketing 
budget. 
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8 
Marketing is often viewed by small businesses as either a luxury or non-essential, rather than as a 
necessity. It is true that marketing efforts can often seem too expensive, even feel like gambling, and it 
can often be a challenge to effort track the impact of specific efforts – the “billboard effect” – you have 
to make some assumptions sometimes that the marketing is working. But marketing is vital to the 
success of your business, you can’t build your sales or your reputation without it, and you all must know 
this because you’re here! 
 
So it’s really important to spend some time up front developing the right marketing plan for your 
business...a plan that is realistic for your time and money budgets. As you begin to see some impact 
from your initial plan, good or bad, you will be able to better determine if you should increase or 
decrease your time and money budgets going forward.   
 
There is no one way to develop a marketing plan – it just needs to be realistic for you to implement and 
maintain. It’s important to establish your budget FIRST – then you can start planning your efforts based 
on what they cost and what kind of bang for you buck you can get. 
 
9 
The key to creating a realistic budget is to estimate how many hours per week and how much money 
per year that you are willing and able to spend on marketing to start. There are many different theories 
on how to calculate this – here’s what several marketing experts say is a good place to start for a small 
business: 
 
For your time - Can you spend 5, 10, 15% or more of your work hours on marketing efforts without 
compromising the time you need to spend on sales, service and general operations?  
How many hours per week will this be that you can dedicate per week on marketing efforts? 
 
Marketing efforts includes more than the actual planning and implementing of your efforts, it includes 
researching your prospective customer base, researching your competition, educating yourself on 
marketing tools and concepts, measuring progress, monitoring your marketplace, and analyzing results. 
 
10 
Now for the money - Can you allocate 3, 4, 5% or more of each forecasted revenue dollar to marketing 
efforts without compromising your net profit? How much money per month will this be? 
 
Net profit is your actual profit - your sales revenue minus ALL of your business expenses. They say it’s 
common for a new small business to have negative net profit at first...start-up expenses can often 
outweigh sales for the first year or two 
 
So those are reasonable places to start planning your marketing budget – and depending on how well 
certain efforts work, you may decide that more time or more money on a particular effort will give you 
an even bigger pay-off in sales, so then you can increase your budgets accordingly 
 
11 
So now I have a series of very important questions that you need to ask yourself about your business – 
your answers will become part of the foundation for your own individual custom marketing plan. The 
answers will give you the core information you need to make decisions about things like where to 
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advertise, where to publicize, how to reach out to people on a personal level, what kind of marketing 
message is going to really hit home with the people who have money to spend in your shop. 
 
So first question - What is your ultimate long-term goal for this business – is this meant to give you your 
primary income, side income…is it a business that you want to grow and sell to a new owner when you 
want to retire, or will the business retire with you? How many years do you want your business to stay 
vibrant? 
 
What product(s) and/or service(s) do you want to sell? This is not as easy a question as you might think 
– sure you want to sell fabric and quilting supplies…but do you also want to sell classes, your own 
branded patterns and kits, machines, long arm services, rent out your space to guilds…is there any 
particular type of products you want to specialize in – like books, or repro fabrics, or art quilting? 
 
Do you consider your product/service to be an “easy” or “hard” sell? Makes a difference in how you 
market them.  “Easy” means you can make a sale immediately or very shortly after connecting with a 
prospect. “Hard” means it will take a prospect longer to make a decision to buy - for example, if your 
product carries a high price point, or if your product has a steep learning curve for users. 
 
 
12 
Who is your primary customer that you want to serve, who will actually use your product or service?  
Define as many demographics about your ideal, typical customer as you can. Maybe it’s based on 
yourself, maybe it’s based on what the quilting industry says the average quilter is, maybe you conduct 
a survey, or you know what kind of people live in your community 
 
For example your primary customer might be a woman in her 50s who enjoys mostly traditional quilting, 
some craft sewing and maybe scrapbooking. She is an advanced beginner (still eager to soak up lots of 
new techniques and ideas). She lives anywhere in the country because you sell through your website 
as well as in your store. She has a household income of at least 50 grand, so that she can spend at 
least $50 on her hobbies every month. She’s not necessary college educated, but she is computer 
literate. She has more free time now that her kids are grown, but she enjoys her family time more than 
anything, and making things for them is how she shows her love for them. 
 
Who is/are your secondary customer(s) that will actually use your product or service?  Define the 
demographics like you did for your primary customers. You can have as many secondary customers as 
you want, as long as you don’t become so overly diversified in what you offer that you can’t be 
consistent with your merchandising or marketing messages.  
 
For example, your secondary customers might be art quilters, fiber artists, general crafters, knitters and 
needle workers, children who need a fun summer sewing camp, local teens who are really into the 
whole DIY movement. If you sell advertising on your website or solicit sponsors for special events or 
co-op advertising, your secondary customers might include other local businesses or industry partners. 
 
13 
Why do your customers need you? This question is super important – you have to know the answer to 
this in order to create strong marketing messages. 
 
This is where it’s helpful to understand the difference between the features and the benefits of what you 
offer. 
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It’s one thing to talk about the features of the fancy sewing machine you sell – the number of stitches, 
the size of it, the extra bells and whistles it has….but it’s more important to talk about how those 
features will benefit the person who is thinking about buying the machine – how does it make their life 
easier, better, how does it make their quilting go faster so they can make a great gift in a day, how will 
they increase their skills and feel better about themselves? 
 
14 
How do you think your sales revenue might be split between your primary and secondary customers? 
It’s never a good idea to put all your in just one basket, right? So take your list of customer types and 
assign percentages to the sales you think you’ll get from each of them. For example, you might figure 
60% from the traditional quilters, 20% from the art quilters, 10% from kids stuff, and 10% from general 
crafters. 
 
What sets your business apart from other similar businesses in your area? Do you offer value-added 
services like expert quilters on staff, do you have a better reputation for no hassle returns, do you have 
great connections in your community, do you have a better or deeper selection of products, do you offer 
more creative classes, etc. 
 
Who do you view as your top 5 direct competitors? Are they other quilt shops in a 20 mile radius, are 
they other websites, are they chain stores, book stores, department stores?  
 
What other types of businesses are also competing for your share of the revenue dollars you want? 
What else do your customers spend their money on? Quilting and sewing are leisure activities and they 
can be the first to go when people have limited funds. Do you have other craft and hobby stores in 
town, lots of great restaurants, local theater, a sports arena, a fabulous discount dollar store, a weekly 
flea market? What other interests do you think your ideal customers have – do they take big vacations, 
do they spend a ton on high tech gadgets, or do they blow 20 bucks a week on lattes? Knowing this will 
help you think up creative ways to appeal to your customers and make them want to spend their extra 
cash in your store. 
 
15 
Then the last question to ask yourself is how would you want one of your satisfied customers to 
describe your business to a friend, in just a quick, off-the-cuff sentence? What do you want to be known 
for, how do you want people to spread the word about you? Do you want to be known for your 
bargains, your teachers, your finger on the pulse of new fabric designers…? Then you can make sure 
your marketing efforts generate this kind of response. 
 
16 
So now that you have done all your due diligence for understanding how marketing can impact your 
business, and you have established all the facts about your business, your actual marketing efforts that 
you want to implement can be divided into two types – traditional and online.  
 
These are just some of the many things that you can do, and a nice mix is important for the best reach 
and the best results – what you choose to do here will all depend on everything we just discussed – 
your budget, your goals, your branding, your audience, your measurements, your marketplace.  
It will also depend on what you decide to spend time researching and learning more about…do you 
want to know everything about how your competition markets, do you want to read marketing blogs for 
tips, do you want to learn how to write your own blog, do you want to visit other shops outside your area 
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to see how they merchandise, do you want to learn how to write a good newsworthy press release and 
create a database of media contacts, etc. 
 
17 
So that’s as much as we can cover in this session – I hope you now understand the purpose of a 
marketing plan, how it can impact your sales, and how to identify the basis for why each marketing 
effort you choose to do will or won’t work.  I hope you feel more equipped now to actually sit down and 
create a marketing plan that works for you, then enjoy the process of learning more about how to 
actually put it into action.  
 
Remember to involve your staff as much as you can, don’t make yourself an island. Somebody else 
can write and send your email blasts, or maintain your Facebook page, or create a nice flyer to put on 
the cutting table. 
 
Thanks again to QTA and to all of you for your time, I really appreciate the opportunity to talk with you 
today, and I hope to be able to connect with you again soon! 
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